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Abstract

The growth of carbonaceous materials was studied using a Kinetic Monte Carlo
model that captures the growth and oxidation of six-member and partially-embedded
five-member rings. A novel algorithm was used to resolve the migration of partially-
embedded five-member rings around the edges of molecules. Circumcoronene
molecules were grown at 1500 K and 1 atm in the presence of varying mole frac-
tions of atomic and molecular oxygen and constant mole fractions of hydrogen and
acetylene. The parameter space of the study covered the mole fraction of atomic
and molecular oxygen in the ranges: 10−8 ≤ XO ≤ 10−1 and 10−6 ≤ XO2 ≤ 10−1.
Four regions of carbon growth associated with different carbonaceous products were
identified. Graphene was formed in the presence of high mole fractions of atomic
oxygen

(
10−4 < XO ≤ 10−2

)
. Fullerenes were formed in the presence of low mole

fractions of atomic oxygen and high mole fractions of molecular oxygen
(
XO ≤ 10−4

and 10−2 < XO2 ≤ 10−1
)
. Low mole fractions of both atomic and molecular oxygen(

XO ≤ 10−4 and XO2 ≤ 10−2
)

resulted in structures that became curved as time pro-
gressed. The highest mole fractions of atomic oxygen

(
XO > 10−2

)
produced small

structures due to oxidation of the molecules. The production and consumption of
partially-embedded five-member rings appear to explain the formation of the ob-
served structures. The oxidation of partially-embedded five-member rings leaves be-
hind armchair sites that grow to form large and flat structures that resemble graphene.
Formation and subsequent embedding of partially-embedded five-member rings re-
sult in curved structures that resemble fullerenes.

Highlights
• Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of carbonaceous materials.

• Graphene is produced in the presence of atomic oxygen.

• Fullerenes are produced in the presence of molecular oxygen.

• Partially-embedded five-member rings control curvature of carbonaceous ma-
terial.
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1 Introduction

The gas phase synthesis of carbonaceous materials is a low cost scalable approach for
generating a range of useful products. Carbonaceous particles in the form of carbon blacks
can be produced under adequately controlled conditions [99]. Graphene, a large single
layer of six-member rings, and fullerenes, closed cage molecules containing alternating
five- and six-member rings, can also be produced under specific conditions. Both have
many novel applications [13, 29, 60, 62]. Under other conditions, undesirable products
like soot are produced. This material, which is another type of carbonaceous particle, is
a human health concern and an atmospheric pollutant [94]. The effect of the chemical
environment on the formation of carbonaceous particles, fullerenes and graphene is still
not fully understood.

Carbonaceous particles, fullerenes and graphene can be produced simultaneously under
different conditions. Carbonaceous particles are primarily formed from polycyclic aro-
matic hydrocarbons (PAHs) produced in oxygen deficient environments such as flames
or pyrolysis reactors. There is strong evidence that the interaction of two PAHs leads
to the inception of carbonaceous particles, but the identity of these PAHs, and the na-
ture of their interactions, remain elusive [94]. Fullerenes can be produced alongside car-
bonaceous particles in arc discharge reactors [10]. Fullerenes can also be produced in
regions of high temperature [34] and in the presence of oxidising species [32, 38] in low
pressure benzene [34] and acetylene [100] flames. Fullerenes are thought to share com-
mon intermediates with carbonaceous particles that, instead of gaining mass, embedded
five-member rings until the structure becomes fully curved [34]. Graphene can also be
produced alongside carbonaceous particles in the gas phase of plasma reactors among
other methods [70]. In one setup, ethanol and argon are used in a microwave plasma re-
actor [4, 15–17, 61, 88, 89]. The presence of oxygen in the precursor was found to be
necessary to produce significant amounts of graphene [16]. In another setup, mixtures
of methane, hydrogen and argon have been used to produce graphene in a microwave
plasma [6, 83] or an arc-discharge plasma at different pressures [93]. In this case, the
yield of graphene was reported to increase with increasing hydrogen content in the mix-
ture [83]. In non-plasma conditions, large molecules that resemble graphene have been
detected alongside carbonaceous particles in low pressure acetylene flames [100].

The surface growth of carbonaceous materials in a chemical environment is typically
described by the hydrogen-abstraction acetylene-addition mechanism, better known as
HACA [22] mechanism. This reaction model has been repeatedly used to study the sur-
face growth of carbonaceous particles without discriminating the local chemical structure
involved in each reaction [1, 23, 43, 79]. Resolving the local chemical structure, com-
monly referred to as sites, has been shown to be necessary to predict the morphology of
carbonaceous products [76]. For example, an acetylene addition can produce either a five-
or a six-member ring depending on the site where the reaction takes place [26].

The interactions between carbonaceous materials and oxygenated species have been ex-
tensively studied, most typically in combustion experiments. Early experiments on carbon
rods with molecular oxygen (O2) showed that carbonaceous materials present different
types of reactive site, resulting in the development the Nagle-Strickland-Constable (NSC)
model [92]. Neoh and collaborators showed that in low concentrations of molecular oxy-
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gen, oxidation appears to be dominated by hydroxyl radical (OH) [21, 67, 68], and that
atomic oxygen (O) is unlikely to be a significant oxidiser in typical flame conditions.
However, atomic oxygen has been detected in plasma reactors [39, 86] and in significant
concentrations in plasma assisted combustion experiments [41]. These three species ap-
pear to play different roles in the oxidation of carbon materials. Molecular oxygen appears
to be responsible for the oxidation of carbonaceous particles from the inside of the parti-
cles, while hydroxyl radical is associated with surface oxidation [28, 30, 64, 66]. Atomic
oxygen has been suggested to contribute to the oxidation of resonantly stabilised radi-
cals [25] as well as producing epoxy and ether groups on the basal planes of PAHs [48].
Those oxygenated groups possibly explain the different oxidation rates observed in recent
oxidation experiments of carbon black with molecular and atomic oxygen [64].

Modelling the surface growth and oxidation of carbonaceous materials using kinetic mod-
els is challenging. The large number of individual species present in a reactive environ-
ment result in a large number of equations to be solved. Two types of model have been
used to address this issue. Semi-empirical models have been extensively used to study the
surface growth and oxidation of carbonaceous particles [1, 7, 23, 27, 30, 33, 43, 51, 79].
Even though these models reproduce some of the integral properties of carbonaceous par-
ticles (e.g. volume fraction [79]), they do not resolve the structural transformations of the
molecules present in the material. In contrast to this, detailed particle models keep track
of the sites available on a molecular edge. The reactions in this kind of model represent
the transformation of individual surface sites instead of the full molecule. Detailed parti-
cle models typically use a Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method to simulate the reactions
occurring at individual sites. These are commonly known as KMC models. These models
have been used to study the growth of graphene sheets [24, 102, 103], the formation of
carbonaceous particles [76, 105] and the growth of particle precursors [47, 50].

Detailed models have been used to study the interaction of oxygenated and graphenic
molecules. Frenklach and collaborators [19, 84, 85] used a KMC model to study the
oxidation of different rings on graphene edges. Their results suggest that molecular oxy-
gen and hydroxyl radical are responsible for the oxidation of six-member rings via the
decomposition of oxyradicals. This reaction produces either a five-member ring or a
partially-embedded five-member ring. They also showed that atomic oxygen is likely to
be responsible for the oxidation of partially-embedded five-member rings [25]. The oxida-
tion of six-member rings and partially-embedded five-member rings by different species is
shown in Scheme 1. Other detailed models have focused on the formation of oxygenated
groups in molecules that are precursors for carbonaceous particles [20, 81, 96, 97]. These
studies suggest that oxygenated species can enhance the growth of carbonaceous materials
by creating additional types of ring and types of site in the material.

Scheme 1: Species associated with the oxidation of six-member rings [84] and
partially-embedded five-member rings [25].
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Partially-embedded five-member rings play an important role in the growth and oxida-
tion of graphene, fullerenes and carbonaceous particles. Frenklach and collaborators sug-
gested that these rings participate in the growth of graphene sheets by creating additional
sites where six-member rings can grow [102]. Once formed, these rings participate in
transformation processes that change the morphology of the structure. These are illus-
trated in Scheme 2. Firstly, partially-embedded five-member rings are able to migrate
around the edge facilitated by an hydrogen abstraction reaction. This process allows the
rings to be positioned on either the edge or the corner of molecules. However, the kinetics
of the migration reaction favour the edge position [104]. Secondly, rings occupying an
edge position can become fully-embedded leading to the formation of curved polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (cPAHs) [102, 105, 106]. Recently, the recombination of partially-
embedded five-member rings and neighbouring seven-member rings has been suggested
as a possible mechanism for the formation of graphenic structures [44, 57].

Scheme 2: Migration and embedding of partially-embedded five-member rings [104].

The morphology of PAHs is also thought to play an important role in the inception of
carbonaceous particles. Recently, two types of radical have been suggested as possible
species that could participate in inception processes. First, delocalised π-radicals, which
are associated with an odd number of six-member rings [42], delocalise their radical be-
haviour around the molecular structure giving them additional stability at high tempera-
tures [40]. Second, localised π-radicals [54], which localise their radical character around
edge five-member rings and partially-embedded five-member rings. Both types of radical
have been suggested to form stable bonds with other PAHs and rate constants for these
processes have been calculated [54, 58, 59, 71]. Species with all of these structures have
been experimentally observed in carbonaceous particles with different levels of hydrogen
content and embedding using atomic force microscopy [11].

The interactions between oxygenated species and different carbonaceous materials have
been studied mostly in combustion experiments. However, few studies have focused on
conditions that favour the production of materials like graphene or fullerenes. A system-
atic study on the combined effect of surface growth in the presence of different oxygenated
species is still missing.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the effect of the oxygenated species on the
formation of carbonaceous particles, fullerenes and graphene. A detailed KMC model is
used to simulate the oxidation and growth of molecules in the presence of constant mole
fractions of hydrogen and acetylene, and varying mole fractions of atomic and molec-
ular oxygen. Two improvements are made to the model. First, the model is expanded
to include the oxidation of partially-embedded five-member rings and six-member rings
with rates calculated using a steady-state approximation. Second, a new numerical al-
gorithm is introduced for the efficient simulation of the migration of partially-embedded
five-member rings whilst retaining accurate growth and oxidation rates.
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2 Methodology

2.1 Kinetic Monte Carlo model

Kinetic Monte Carlo models are useful to study the growth and oxidation of carbona-
ceous materials because they keep track of the sites that determine the reactivity of the
molecules. These sites are allowed to react based on a set of reaction rules that are as-
sumed to be a function of the site type. This gives these models the ability explore the
transformation of different structures beyond typical gas phase chemical kinetic mecha-
nisms.

In this work we use the MOpS Particle Simulator [12] to track the evolution of molecules
in different chemical environments. The details of the model have been described pre-
viously [50]. In this work we improve the model by adding new processes for the ox-
idation of partially-embedded five-member rings and six-member rings using published
rates from the literature [19, 25, 84]. The numerical performance of the model is also
improved by including a new algorithm to describe the migration of partially-embedded
five-member rings more efficiently. The algorithm was developed to be exact (i.e. it has no
effect on the results calculated by the model), yet reduced computational times by more
than an order of magnitude for all simulated cases. A complete description of the individ-
ual reactions, the process rates and the new migration algorithm is given in Appendix A.

2.2 Parameter space

Most detailed models have focused on the growth and oxidation of carbonaceous materials
in isolated conditions [25, 84, 85]. The few studies that have considered the competition
between growth and oxidation have done so in the context of combustion [20, 81, 96,
97]. A systematic parameter sweep to investigate the competition between growth and
oxidation is still missing in the literature. To begin to address this gap, the chemical
conditions selected in this work have been chosen to consider a constant potential for the
growth of carbonaceous materials while varying the potential for both the oxidation of
six-member rings and partially-embedded five-member rings.

The oxidation of six-member rings is dominated by two species: molecular oxygen and
hydroxyl radicals. However, hydroxyl radicals participate in hydrogen abstraction reac-
tions [2, 8, 65] that promote surface growth. Molecular oxygen has a high energy barrier
for the same reaction [25]. For this reason, molecular oxygen was selected for this study.
Atomic oxygen was selected as a second oxidising species because it is known to attack
partially-embedded five-member rings.

It is desired to study conditions that are relevant to a wide range of experimental scenarios
including fuel-rich flames, plasma and pyrolysis reactors. The parameter space therefore
spans several orders of magnitude. The conditions used in the study are as follows: The
mole fractions of species that contribute to growth were held constant at XH = 0.01 and
XH2 = XC2H2 = 0.1. These conditions have been widely used to study typical growth
environments [57, 75, 102]. Likewise, temperature and pressure were held constant at
1500 K and 1 atm and the simulation time held constant at 5 ms, consistent with previous
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studies [57, 75, 84, 102]. The mole fractions of atomic and molecular oxygen were varied
in log-scaled intervals covering the ranges 10−8 ≤ XO ≤ 10−1 and 10−6 ≤ XO2 ≤ 10−1. The
balance of the reaction mixture was argon.

The KMC model was used to simulate the oxidation and growth of an ensemble of 300
circumcoronene (C54H18) molecules at each condition. The interactions between multiple
molecules was not considered.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Regions of carbon growth

The growth of the molecules resulted in different morphologies in the different chemical
environments sampled by the parameter space. However, small variations in the mole
fractions of molecular and atomic oxygen resulted in similar structures. This allowed
us to divide the parameter space in four regions of carbon growth, where each region is
associated with the observation of different carbonaceous structures: (1) large cPAHs, (2)
small cPAHs, (3) large flat molecules, and (4) small molecules.

Figure 1 shows the average number of carbons observed in each molecule at the end
of each simulation. The edges of the four regions of carbon growth are indicated with
dashed lines. Experimental data for flames that produce carbonaceous particles [20, 67],
fullerenes [55] and large flat molecules that resemble graphene [101] are shown (and are
joined by continuous lines to guide the eye). Symbols are only shown for conditions that
had sufficient hydrogen and acetylene to sustain the growth of carbonaceous structures.
The geometry of representative molecules sampled from each region are also shown. The
geometry of the full set of molecules is available in the Research Data associated with this
work.

Region 1 (bottom left of Fig. 1) encompasses the lowest mole fractions of atomic and
molecular oxygen, 10−8 ≤ XO ≤ 10−4 and 10−6 ≤ XO2 ≤ 10−2. The molecules in Region 1
contained an average of 300 carbon atoms. The molecules were mostly flat at early times,
but became curved as simulations progressed. This can be seen in the representative struc-
tures in Fig. 1. Although the observed structures were large cPAHs, the main product in
Region 1 will be carbonaceous particles. There is strong evidence that carbonaceous par-
ticles are formed by the interaction of two intermediate (and unknown) PAHs [94]. These
interactions were not part of the scope of this study and the possibility to form carbona-
ceous particles was not included in the current model. However, the molecules in this
region spend significant time in the reaction environment before becoming curved. Dur-
ing this time the molecules could form carbonaceous particles. Most premixed sooting
flames lie in Region 1. The maximum concentrations of molecular and atomic oxygen
appear on the upstream side of the flame front, whilst the maximum concentrations of hy-
drogen and acetylene appear within the flame. This is represented as a movement towards
the bottom left of Fig. 1. Two example flames in Fig. 1 are fully contained in Region 1: a
sooting acetylene/air flame [20, 80] and the methane/oxygen experiments by Neoh [67].
The latter is included to highlight that oxidation by hydroxyl radicals becomes signifi-
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Figure 1: Average number of carbons in each molecule versus mole fraction of atomic
and molecular oxygen. Four regions of carbon growth (1 to 4) are indicated
with dashed lines. Representative structures sampled from each region, at con-
ditions indicated with open symbols, are shown. Experiments for which it is
possible to estimate the mole fractions of atomic and molecular and oxygen
are also shown. These correspond to: (�) plasma ignition experiment [74],
(H) acetylene/oxygen low pressure flame [101], (•) benzene/oxygen low pres-
sure flame [55], (N) methane/oxygen flame [68] and (�) ethylene/air sooting
flame [20]. Plasma ignition experiment is indicated with a dagger (†). Low
pressure conditions (2.7kPa) are indicated with an asterisk (*).

cant in flames with low mole fractions of molecular oxygen
(
XO2 < 10−5

)
. Two other

experiments are partially contained in this region and will be discussed below.

Region 2 (bottom right of Fig. 1) encompasses low mole fractions of atomic oxygen and
high mole fractions of molecular oxygen, 10−8 ≤ XO ≤ 10−4 and 10−2 < XO2 ≤ 10−1. The
molecules in Region 2 contained an average of 150 carbon atoms. The structures in this
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region were highly curved and smaller than those in Region 1. Most of the structures be-
came curved at short times. This can be seen in the representative structures in Fig. 1. The
structures in this region resembled open caged fulleroids. Closed caged structures could
not be produced in the simulations because no process to close the molecular structure was
included in the current model. The interpretation of these observations is that the main
product in Region 2 will be fullerenes. These observations are consistent with the exper-
imental evidence presented in Fig. 1, where both carbonaceous particles and fullerenes
have been reported in the low pressure acetylene/oxygen [34, 100] and benzene/oxygen
flames [36–38] that straddle Region 1 and Region 2.

Region 3 (middle of Fig. 1) encompasses high mole fractions of atomic oxygen and spans
the full range of mole fractions of molecular oxygen in Fig. 1, 10−4 < XO ≤ 10−2 and
10−6 ≤ XO2 ≤ 10−1. Region 3 is characterised by the highest average number of carbons
per molecule: the molecules in Region 3 contained an average of 500 carbon atoms at
XO = 10−3 and 600 carbon atoms at XO = 10−2. At high values of molecular oxygen(
XO2 > 10−2

)
the molecules in Region 3 showed a lower number of carbons (approxi-

mately 300) per molecule due to oxidation. The structures in Region 3 were significantly
larger than in the other regions. Most of the molecules were flat throughout the simula-
tion. This can be seen in the representative structures in Fig. 1. The largest molecules were
sampled at the higher mole fractions of atomic oxygen

(
XO = 10−2

)
. To our knowledge

this is the first time that such large structures have been obtained in a model that allows
for the inclusion of curvature as a result of competing oxidation and surface growth. The
preferred structure in this region is graphene. The high mole fractions of atomic oxygen
that characterise this region make the synthesis of graphene in typical flame conditions
unlikely. The only flame that appears to be close to this region is the low pressure acety-
lene/oxygen flame [100, 101] that reported the presence of large flat molecules in these
conditions. However, this observation makes an argument for the production of graphene
in other environments. Plasma experiments [e.g. 15, 16, 61, 86, 87] are known to form
large numbers of oxygen radicals and ions that could perhaps explain the production of
graphene. One of the challenges for these processes is to improve the prediction and
detection of species formed in the plasma to explain the production of new materials.

Lastly, Region 4 (top of Fig. 1) encompasses the highest mole fractions of atomic oxygen
and spans the full range of mole fractions of molecular oxygen in Fig. 1, XO > 10−2 and
10−6 ≤ XO2 ≤ 10−1. This region was characterised by a reduction in size of the molecules,
despite the presence of hydrogen and acetylene. The molecules in Region 4 were flat and
decreased in size during the simulations. This can be seen in the representative structures
in Fig. 1.

Two opposite effects are clearly seen on the structures shown in Fig. 1. Molecular oxygen
contributes to the integration of curvature while atomic oxygen inhibits it. The mechanism
by which these two species lead to one process or the other appears to be related to the
production and consumption of partially-embedded five-member rings and is discussed in
the following sections.
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3.2 Size distributions

The consideration of the average number of carbons per molecule allowed a straightfor-
ward comparison between the different regions of carbon growth. However, to have a
more complete picture of the predicted structures, it is necessary to analyse the evolution
of the size distribution of the sampled species as a function of the chemical conditions.

Figure 2: Molecular mass distribution of molecules versus mole fraction of atomic and
molecular oxygen. Simulation times of 2.5 and 5.0 ms are shown in blue and
orange. Four regions of carbon growth (1 to 4) are indicated with dashed lines.

Figure 2 shows the molecular mass distributions of the sampled molecules halfway through
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(2.5 ms) and at the end (5.0 ms) of each simulation. Kernel density estimates (calculated
using Seaborn with a Gaussian kernel and optimal bandwidth [98]) were used to estimate
the continuous distribution functions shown in Fig. 2 from the masses of the molecules
sampled by the KMC simulations.

The mass distributions sampled in Region 1 at 2.5 ms were centred around 2,000 a.m.u.
with maximum values of approximately 4,000 a.m.u. By 5.0 ms the distributions were
centred around 5,500 a.m.u. and presented a tail that extended up to 10,000 a.m.u. The
molecules in these tails did not show any particular morphological difference in their
structure other than being larger than the other molecules sampled in Region 1. They had
a similar number of embedded five-member rings and similarly few hydrogen atoms.

Region 2 showed very similar mass distributions at both simulation times. The distribu-
tions were centred at 2,000 a.m.u. with a range extending from 1,000 to 3,000 a.m.u. The
similarity of the mass distributions is an indication that the growth of these molecules is
not significant after 2.5 ms. This effect can be explained by the decrease in the number of
sites available for growth as the structure becomes highly curved.

The mass distributions sampled in Region 3 increased in width during the simulations.
At 2.5 ms the distributions were centred around 2,000 a.m.u. with a range extending to
approximately 4,000 a.m.u. However, at 5.0 ms the distributions showed ranges extending
to 13,000 a.m.u. at XO = 10−3 and extending to more than 16,000 a.m.u. at XO = 10−2.
The only exception to these large distributions appeared at XO2 = 10−1, XO = 10−3, where
the distribution showed a maximum value of 6,000 a.m.u. The large maximum values
are indicative of the growth of large structures. These large structures were observed to
be flat or slightly curved. Region 4 showed distributions centred at masses of less than
1,000 a.m.u. but with long tails composed of a few large molecules up to 7,000 a.m.u. in
size appearing between 2.5 ms and 5.0 ms. The molecules in the tails of the distribution
were smaller than, but otherwise similar to those observed in Region 3 at 5.0 ms.

The residence time has different effects on the mass distribution of the molecules in each
region. This can be seen by comparing the distributions of Regions 1 and 3 in Fig. 2. At
2.5 ms the mass distributions in each region are similar. However, the mass distributions
are significantly different at 5.0 ms, with Region 3 showing significantly larger molecules.
The integration of curvature appears to be crucial in controlling the surface growth of
carbonaceous structures. This can be observed in the mass distributions in Region 2,
which did not change after 2.5 ms.

3.3 Inclusion of curvature

The curvature of carbonaceous nanostructures is caused by the presence of fully-embedded
five-member [102] rings and seven-member [90] rings. In the extreme case, the presence
of embedded five-member rings can lead to the formation of closed caged fullerenes. In
the absence of embedded five-member and seven-member rings, the molecules take the
form of large sheets of six-member rings that resemble graphene.

Figure 3 shows the average number of fully-embedded five-member rings per molecule
at 2.5 ms and 5.0 ms. The figure shows that, except at the highest mole fractions of
atomic oxygen in Region 4, five-member rings are embedded in the molecules during the
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simulations.

Figure 3: Average number of fully-embedded five-member rings per molecule at
(a) 2.5 ms and (b) 5.0 ms.

The molecules from Region 1 showed an average of 6 and 11 fully-embedded five-member
rings at 2.5 ms and 5.0 ms, respectively. In this region the molecules became increas-
ingly curved during the simulations. At low concentrations of oxygenated species, the
molecules steadily embed five-member rings and gain curvature. This has also been ob-
served in earlier work [50].

At 2.5 ms, Region 2 already shows structures that contain an average of 11 embedded
five-member rings per molecule, where the first molecule to reach this value was observed
after only 1.1 ms. At 5.0 ms, every part of the region has an average of 11 embedded five-
member rings. Molecular oxygen in the presence of favourable conditions for surface
growth (hydrogen and acetylene) provides an additional pathway for the inclusion of five-
member rings. This agrees with the observations of fullerenes sampled from diffusion
flames [32] where it was suggested that the presence of molecular oxygen enhances the
formation of curved structures.

Region 3 shows a trend similar to that in Regions 1 and 2, but with much slower inclu-
sion of embedded five-member rings. At 2.5 ms the molecules presented an average of
only 1 and 0 embedded five-member rings at XO = 10−3 and XO = 10−2 respectively. By
5.0 ms the number of embedded rings had reached 6 and 2 for the same conditions. It
appears that for carbonaceous structures subject to HACA growth, the probability of em-
bedding a partially-embedded five-member ring, and thus including curvature, increases
with residence time.

The majority of the molecules in Region 4 did not appear to embed curvature at any time.
The small structures that characterise this region were not large enough to fully-embed a
five-member ring before being oxidised. However, in our study we were unable to find a
set of conditions where molecules kept growing without at least some molecules includ-
ing curvature after some time. This observation, although not surprising, has profound
implications for the production of defect free graphene.
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3.4 Mechanism for the formation of carbonaceous materials

Figure 4: Mechanism of the formation of carbonaceous particles, fullerenes and
graphene from partially-embedded five-member rings. Black arrows show pro-
cesses that are present in all conditions. Blue arrows show processes that
favour the production of fullerenes. Red arrows show processes that favour
the production of graphene. Orange arrows show the crosslinking of partially-
embedded five-member rings. Crosslinking was not studied in this work but has
been suggested by other studies [40, 54].

Partially-embedded five-member rings play a crucial role in the formation of the different
carbon structures discussed in this work. Figure 4 shows processes that produce, trans-
form and consume partially-embedded five-member rings. Under different conditions
these processes can explain the formation of graphene, fullerenes and carbonaceous par-
ticles. The production of these rings can happen via three processes shown in the top row
of the figure: (i) bay closure, (ii) HACA growth neighbouring five-member rings occu-
pying edge positions and (iii) the oxidation of free-edge six-member rings by molecular
oxygen. These processes form two different types of partially-embedded five-member
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rings (second row of Fig. 4), where the partially-embedded five-member ring can occupy
either an edge position (left) or a corner position (right). Once formed, these structures
can interconvert via ring migration processes. Previous studies have shown that the edge
position is kinetically favoured [104].

The third row of Fig. 4 shows the processes that consume partially-embedded five-member
rings. The bay closure and HACA processes (marked with a dagger, †) contribute to the in-
clusion of curvature via bay-capping of partially-embedded five-member rings occupying
edge positions [75, 102, 106]. Oxidation by atomic oxygen (marked with a double dagger,
‡) and the recombination of partially-embedded five-member rings next to seven-member
rings (not shown) remove partially-embedded five-member rings occupying corner posi-
tions without introducing curvature. A fifth process (crosslinking, orange) is discussed
later. The recombination of partially-embedded five-member rings next to seven-member
rings (shown in the Appendix, Table A.1, process S27) appeared to be unimportant due to
the infrequent sampling of the processes (corresponding to less than 2% of the processes
that removed partially-embedded five-member rings at any given point in the parameter
space). The oxidation of partially-embedded five-member rings occupying corner posi-
tions by molecular oxygen is not favoured (marked with a turned dagger †) [25], whereas
oxidation by atomic oxygen (‡) leaves behind an armchair site that can undergo subse-
quent HACA growth as shown in Fig. 4.

In KMC models, the number of times each process is sampled is proportional to the rate
of that process. In this work, the contribution of the chemical environment to growth
processes was held constant by maintaining fixed values of the C2H2, H and H2 mole
fractions, temperature and pressure, while the contribution to oxidation processes varied
as a function of location in the O – O2 parameter space. Figure 5 shows the number of
sampled processes that produce (top row of Fig. 4) and consume (third row of Fig. 4)
partially-embedded five-member rings across the O – O2 parameter space. The bars have
been divided to show the contribution of each process. The number of sampled processes
for six-member ring growth are also shown.

The different regions of the parameter space show different behaviours. In Region 1 the
formation of partially-embedded five-member rings was dominated by HACA (blue) and
bay closure (green) processes. This region also showed an increase in the production
of partially-embedded five-member rings via oxidation (red) of six-member rings as the
mole fraction of molecular oxygen increased. The consumption of partially-embedded
five-member rings in this region was dominated by HACA (blue) and bay closure (green)
processes that result in curved structures. The number of six-member ring growth pro-
cesses (orange) sampled in this region was the second highest, exceeded only by Region 3.

Region 2 showed increased production of partially-embedded five-member rings due to
oxidation (red) by molecular oxygen. The consumption of these rings was mainly driven
by HACA (blue) and bay closure (green) processes forming fully-embedded five-member
rings. This increased production of partially-embedded five-member rings is consistent
with previous work [84]. The low number of six-member ring growth processes (orange)
sampled in this region is a consequence of the rapid embedding of curvature and the
consequent reduction in the number of sites available for further HACA growth.

In Region 3, partially-embedded five-member rings were produced by HACA (blue), bay
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Figure 5: Number of sampled processes in each simulation of 300 molecules. The first
bar in each plot shows processes that produce partially-embedded five-member
rings. The second bar shows processes that consume partially-embedded five-
member rings. The bars are divided to show the contributions by HACA (blue),
bay closure (green) and oxidation (red). The third bar shows processes that
produce six-member rings (orange). Four regions of carbon growth (1 to 4) are
indicated with dashed lines.
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closure (green) and six-member ring oxidation (red) processes. The number of sampled
oxidation processes increased as the mole fraction of molecular oxygen increased. The
consumption of partially-embedded five-member rings was mainly due to oxidation (red)
by atomic oxygen, with this process becoming more dominant as the mole fraction of
atomic oxygen increased. The armchair sites produced by the oxidation (red) of partially-
embedded five-member rings by atomic oxygen allow further growth without the inclusion
of curvature. This is consistent with the observation that Region 3 sampled the highest
number of six-member ring growth processes (orange) of all regions, with the number
of sampled processes only notably decreasing at very high mole fractions of molecular
oxygen

(
XO2 > 10−2

)
. It is possible that atomic oxygen produced in plasma reactors con-

tributes to the formation of graphene following these processes.

Region 4 sampled a large number of oxidation (red) processes that both produced and
consumed partially-embedded five-member rings, alongside a significant number of six-
member ring growth processes (orange) consistent with the production of armchair sites
by the oxidation (red) of partially-embedded five-member rings by atomic oxygen. The
net effect was a reduction in the size of the molecules during the simulations in Region 4.

The combination of processes that produce and consume partially-embedded five-member
rings provides a possible explanation for the formation of fullerenes and graphene. In the
absence of atomic oxygen, high mole fractions of molecular oxygen result in the produc-
tion of additional partially-embedded five-member rings that can become fully-embedded
after migration processes move them to edge positions. This results in curved structures,
with an associated decrease in the number of sites that are available for reaction. This
reduces the rate of growth and results in conditions that are favourable for the formation
of fullerenes. Crosslinking with other carbonaceous molecules may be another process
that contributes to the formation of fullerenes [34]. In the presence of atomic oxygen,
partially-embedded five-member rings occupying a corner position can be oxidised to
produce armchair sites that can subsequently grow via a HACA addition. This results
in larger flat molecules that resemble graphene. These processes are indicated in Fig. 4
with blue and red arrows showing processes that we have discussed in connection with
the formation of fullerenes and graphene respectively. There is also evidence for the for-
mation of graphene in oxygen-free plasma reactors [6, 83]. This suggests that there must
also be other mechanisms that prevent the inclusion of curvature in the molecules. A pos-
sible pathway could be the consumption of partially-embedded five-member due to ring
enlargements caused by reactions with species that add a single carbon atom (e.g. methyl
radical) [3]. This process could convert five-member rings into six-member rings.

The orange arrows on Fig. 4 indicate crosslinking processes between (as yet unknown)
structures. Although these processes are not simulated in the current KMC model, they
are believed to occur during the formation of carbonaceous particles and may be related
to the presence of five-member rings. Many structures containing five-member rings have
been shown to be able to form localised π-radicals [54]. The structure containing the
partially-embedded five-member ring occupying a corner position (right, second row of
Fig. 4) is an example of such a radical. It has been shown that the crosslinking of large
localised π-radicals (from approximately 400 a.m.u.) results in stable bonded and stacked
structures [54], that multiple localised π-radicals are possible within a single structure
and that the concentrations of localised π-radicals are potentially significant at 1400–
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1500 K [58], leading to the suggestion of localised π-radicals as possible candidates to
explain the inception of carbonaceous particles. Under conditions that slowly consume
partially-embedded five-member rings (Region 1), as opposed to rapidly embedding the
rings (Region 2) or oxidising them (Region 3), the molecules are likely to have enough
time to form localised radical sites and interact with other molecules. Both of these ob-
servations are consistent with the pressure dependency of the different products: lower
pressures drastically reduce the formation of carbonaceous particles, favouring the for-
mation of fullerenes and graphene. This mechanism for the formation of carbonaceous
particles via the collision of localised π-radicals needs further investigation.

4 Conclusions

A KMC model was used to study the growth of carbonaceous structures under different
chemical conditions. The model includes processes for growth and for the oxidation of
six-member rings and partially-embedded five-member rings, and uses a new algorithm
for the efficient simulation of the migration of partially-embedded five-member rings
around the edge of the molecules. The mole fractions of hydrogen and acetylene were
held constant at XH = 0.01 and XH2 = XC2H2 = 0.1, whilst the mole fractions of atomic
and molecular oxygen were varied in range 10−8 ≤ XO ≤ 10−1 and 10−6 ≤ XO2 ≤ 10−1.
The balance of the reaction mixture was argon.

The model was used to simulate the change in the structure of 300 circumcoronene
(C54H18) molecules at each set of conditions. It was observed that atomic and molecu-
lar oxygen, which preferentially oxidise five-member and six-member rings respectively,
have different effects on the size and morphology of the resulting carbonaceous structures.
Four different regions of carbon growth, each of which is associated with processes that
produce and consume partially-embedded five-member rings, were observed:

• In conditions with significant mole fractions of atomic oxygen
(
10−4 < XO ≤ 10−2

)
and the full range of mole fractions of molecular oxygen

(
XO2 ≤ 10−1

)
, the oxi-

dation of partially-embedded five-member rings produces armchair sites that par-
ticipate in further growth processes. This produces large and flat molecules that
keep growing as time progresses. This region is associated with the production of
graphene.

• In conditions with significant mole fractions of molecular oxygen
(
XO2 > 10−2

)
and low mole fractions of atomic oxygen

(
XO ≤ 10−4

)
, the oxidation of six-member

rings produces additional partially-embedded five-member rings that become rapidly
embedded and formed highly curved structures. This region is associated with the
production of fullerenes.

• In conditions with high mole fractions of atomic oxygen
(
XO > 10−2

)
and the full

range of mole fractions of molecular oxygen
(
XO2 ≤ 10−1

)
, the oxidation of both

six-member rings and partially-embedded five-member rings resulted in a reduction
in the size of the simulated molecules.
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• In conditions with low mole fractions of both molecular and atomic oxygen(
XO2 ≤ 10−2 and XO ≤ 10−4

)
the simulated molecules became curved and grew

slowly resulting in molecules with intermediate sizes. The possibility is raised that
the slow inclusion of curvature in this region allows the formation of localised π-
radicals in partially-embedded five-member rings. These radicals have been sug-
gested to participate in the formation of carbonaceous particles [54].

The regions of carbon growth with low mole fractions of atomic oxygen agree well with
known observations of the appearance of carbonaceous particles and fullerenes. The other
regions seem unlikely to be observed in typical flame environments. However, processes
associated with an increased production of atomic oxygen such as plasma reactors may
operate at such conditions. This could contribute to the production of graphene in such
processes.

The production and consumption of partially-embedded five-member rings appears to be
important in explaining the formation of graphene, fullerenes and carbonaceous parti-
cles. These rings have been observed experimentally [11]. Further work is necessary to
understand their role with respect to the viability of crosslinking in different chemical
environments.

Research data

The source code for the KMC model [12] used in this paper is available on GitHub
(https://github.com/ucam-ceb-como/MOpS) under an open source licence. All
simulated structures are available to download from the University of Cambridge data
repository (doi:10.17863/CAM.66055).
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A Appendix

A.1 Reported experimental conditions

This section explains the origin of the experimental data reported in Figure 1 in the main
text.

A.1.1 Low pressure benzene/oxygen flame

Low pressure benzene/oxygen/argon flames have been used to study the formation of
fullerenes for several decades [5, 32, 36–38]. However, the detection of atomic oxygen
in these flames has been difficult due to the abundance of methane [5, 18], which has the
same molecular weight as atomic oxygen. Modelling studies [e.g. 18, 78] have also not
focused on reporting this species.

The closest data available have been taken from McKinnon [55], who studied this flame
for pressures ranging between 20 and 40 torr, equivalence ratios (φ ) ranging between
2.0 and 2.5, and dilutions between 0 and 45%. McKinnon [55] reported molecular oxy-
gen measurements at 40 torr, φ = 2.4 and 10% dilution. Temperatures between 2000
and 2030 K were reported in the regions of the flames that contained mole fractions of
molecular oxygen in the range

(
XO2 ≤ 10−1

)
. Atomic oxygen was not reported for these

conditions but equilibrium calculations as a function of temperature and equivalence ratio
were reported for a system at 20 torr and 30% dilution. Assuming that these conditions are
similar to those reported above (φ = 2.4, 2000 < T < 2030 K) the equilibrium atomic
oxygen mole fractions correspond to 8×10−5 < XO < 2×10−4.

A.1.2 Low pressure acetylene/oxygen flame

Several low pressure acetylene/oxygen/argon flames have been used to study the forma-
tion of carbonaceous particles. Of particular interest is that of Homann and collabora-
tors [100], who used undiluted flames at 20 torr with equivalence ratios between 1.75
and 2.65. They reported the presence of fullerene ions of different sizes as well as large
PAHs with more than 400 carbon atoms at an equivalence ratio φ = 2.5 and a laminar
flame speed of 42 cm/s. The C/H ratio of the largest PAH molecules was reported to be
between 6.0 and 7.0, which suggests the presence of large edges and few fully-embedded
five-member rings.

The mole fractions of the gas phase species in these flames were taken from Westmoreland
[101], who studied a flame at 20 torr with an equivalence ratio of 2.4 with 5.0% dilution by
argon. Westmoreland [101] reported mole fractions for molecular oxygen as a function
of height above the burner and estimated mole fractions for atomic oxygen using five
different mechanisms that show similar trends and reasonable agreement with each other.
Values were taken from those reported from the mechanism by Warnatz (WZ).
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A.1.3 Atmospheric ethylene/air plasma ignition

Measuring species generated in plasma conditions is a complicated task that becomes
even more difficult in the presence of carbonaceous materials. Most plasma experiments
associated with carbonaceous fuels have focused on determining the concentrations of
atomic oxygen during the ignition of the flame in the context of plasma assisted combus-
tion. However, even in this case only a few experiments have attempted to measure the
concentration of atomic oxygen in fuel rich conditions [41, 69]. In this work we report
the results from ignition experiments by Pendleton et al. [74] to estimate the concentra-
tion of atomic oxygen in plasma environments. Further work is needed to determine better
estimates.

Pendleton et al. [74] used a streamer discharge to create a Gaussian-like voltage waveform
lasting for 40 ns. Two-photon absorption laser-induced fluorescence (TALIF) was used
to measure the number density of atomic oxygen 8 mm above an atmospheric pressure
McKenna burner at the point of igniting the flame. Using premixed ethylene and air
at an equivalence ratio of 2.4 and a flame speed of 10 cm/s they reported an oxygen
atom number density of 4.5× 1017 cm−3 that decayed to 7.0× 1016 cm−3 as the atomic
oxygen was consumed. In a previous work [73] they reported temperatures between 1350
and 1540 K measured using coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS). These
values imply that the mole fraction of atomic oxygen lies in the range 1.3×10−2 < XO <
9.3×10−2.

A.1.4 Methane/oxygen burnout experiments

The experiments by Neoh and collaborators [66–68] used a two-flame system. A pre-
mixed methane/oxygen flame (equivalence ratio, φ = 2.10) was used to generate carbona-
ceous particles (soot). The gases and carbonaceous particles (soot) produced in this flame
were introduced into a second flame that operated under oxidising conditions with equiv-
alence ratios between 0.85 and 1.15.

The values reported in the main text are from the second flame with an equivalence ratio
of 1.15 [68]. Although Neoh et al. [68] do not report the mole fraction of acetylene, the
mole fraction of hydrogen for this case was reported to be between 2 and 3%, which is
high enough to result in mole fractions of acetylene and hydrogen that are relevant to
the current work. The mole fractions for molecular oxygen, atomic oxygen and hydroxyl
radical are reported in more detail in [67] for these conditions. These experiments show
values as high as XO2 = 10−2, XO = 10−3 in oxidising conditions. The values reported
in the main text correspond to values where enough acetylene and hydrogen could be
assumed to be present in the burnout experiments.

A.1.5 Atmospheric ethylene/air flame

The atmospheric pressure ethylene/air flame investigated by Salamanca et al. [80] (equiv-
alence ratio, φ = 2.01) was modelled by Elvati et al. [20] using a combination of two
mechanisms [14, 53]. The mole fractions of both atomic and molecular oxygen are re-
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ported in the supplemental material provided by Elvati et al. [20, Figure S2(a) and (f)].
The concentration of hydrogen and acetylene in the reported domain appear to be suffi-
cient to sustain the growth of carbonaceous materials (XC2H2 > 0.01 and XH2 > 0.01).
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A.2 Migration algorithm

The migration algorithm implemented in this work is based on the studies performed
by Frenklach and collaborators [102–104]. In their work, the migration of a partially-
embedded five-member ring was accurately described as a one-dimensional random walk
along the edge of a molecule, where the random walk is terminated when a process that
consumes the random walker is observed. The rates of the migration processes favour the
edge position over the corner position as described in relation to Scheme 2 in the main
text.

In the previous version of the KMC model [50], two computational structures are modified
every time a process is sampled: First, a site list is updated to maintain a cache of the
types and locations of the sites that exist around the perimeter of the molecule. Second,
the structure is updated to record the new locations of the carbon and hydrogen atoms in
the molecule. In general, both the site list and the structure of the molecule are required
for accurate simulation of the growth of the molecule. However, in the case of successive
migration steps, it is sufficient to update only the site list. It is only necessary to update
the structure when a non-migration process is sampled (or when the migration results in
certain structural changes, see Section A.2.2). The rates of the migration processes are
such that a partially-embedded five-member ring on a given edge will typically move a
number of times before the ring leaves the edge or before a non-migration transformation
is sampled, such that updating the structure after each migration process adds significant
unnecessary computational cost.

In this work, the KMC model is modified to implement, for the first time, an algorithm that
defers the update of the carbonaceous structure whilst successive partially-embedded five-
member ring migration processes are sampled. The algorithm keeps track of the number
and direction of each partially-embedded five-member ring migration step, such that the
structure of the molecule can be recovered whenever it is required for other calculations.
The modified algorithm is summarised in Algorithm 1. In the case of random walks of
only one step (i.e. no deferred migration steps) the modified algorithm reduces to the
previous algorithm.

The exactness and computational performance of the modified algorithm were investi-
gated. The previous algorithm was selected as a baseline because the site list and struc-
ture of the molecule are updated after each sampled process, ensuring accurate resolution
of the migration processes. From this point on we refer to the modified algorithm as the
deferred update algorithm and the previous algorithm as the reference algorithm.

Both algorithms were used to simulate the evolution of 163 representative molecules
with varying number of partially-embedded five-member rings selected from our pre-
vious work [50]. The simulations used a submechanism that only included migration
processes and processes that terminate the migration of partially-embedded five-member
rings (Table A.1, processes S18, S19, S22–S27, S30). The simulations used constant
mole fractions of XH = 0.01, XH2 = XC2H2 = 0.1, XO2 = XO = 0.001 and a constant
temperature and pressure of 1500 K and 1 atmosphere. Ten repetitions of each simulation
were performed using different numerical seeds.
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Algorithm 1: KMC algorithm with deferred update
Input: State of molecule Q0 at t0; Final time tf.
Output: State of molecule Qf at tf.
begin

Q← Q0
t← t0
deferredMigration← False
while t < tf do

Calculate total rate of surface growth processes:

Rtot(Q) = ∑ j R j(Q), where R j(Q) = k j f j[A]Nsite, j(Q),

where k j is the rate constant, f j is the fraction of radical sites, estimated using the steady-state
approximation, [A] is the concentration of gas-phase species A and Nsite, j(Q) is the number of sites that
participate in process j.

Calculate an exponentially distributed waiting time, τ ∼ Exp(Rtot).
Select a process j with probability P( j) = R j/Rtot.
Select a site sk to perform process j with probability P(k) = 1/Nsite, j(Q).
/* Perform Jump Process j */

if j ∈MIGRATION then /* A migration process */

if deferredMigration = False then /* Defer migration process */

deferredMigration← True
Initialise set of random walkers, W = {w1,w2, . . . ,wNw}, /* One per migrating site */

where each random walker is represented as a pair wm = (im,nm) defined by the initial location of
the migrating site im and the net number of steps taken during the random walk nm, such that the
current location of migrating site k, described by walker m(k), is k = im +nm.

end
Look up index of migrating site
m← m(k)
Select migration direction
Select the landing site for the migration, sl ∈ {sk+1,sk−1}.
nm← nm±1.
if go around corner then /* Site moves around the corner */

Modify structure – only affected sites
Add carbon atom to site sim . /* Site now contains six-member ring */

Remove carbon atom from sl . /* Site now contains five-member ring */

Remove site next to sl . Add site next to sim . /* Update number of sites */

Update walker with new migrating site data, wm← (im = l,nm = 0).
end
Update sites /* Rates are accurate */

Update the site type of sk (remove partially-embedded five-member ring). /* Update site list */

Update the site type of sl (add partially-embedded five-member ring). /* Update site list */

Update neighbouring sites. /* Sites affect their neighbours */

else /* Not a migration process */

if deferredMigration then
Modify structure – update the location of all migration sites
Add carbon atoms and new sites, update site types for all initial sites sim in W .
Remove carbon atoms and neighbour sites, update site types for all final sites sim+nm in W .
Update neighbouring sites. /* Sites affect their neighbours */

Optimise structure /* After all migration processes */

deferredMigration← False
end
Perform non-migration jump process
Q← Qt

end
t← t + τ

end
return Q

end
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A.2.1 Exactness

Figure A.1 shows the net number of steps taken during the migration of partially-embedded
five-member rings simulated using the deferred update algorithm (solid lines) and the ref-
erence algorithm (open circles) for representative molecules. Both algorithms sampled
the same sequence of processes resulting in the same structures at the same point in each
simulation. This demonstrates that the deferred update algorithm is exact in the sense that
it produces the correct sites in the migration of partially-embedded five-member rings.
The same exact agreement was seen for all repetitions of all 163 tested molecules.

Fig. A.1 also shows the distribution of the locations of the partially-embedded rings after
different numbers of migration steps. The distributions were calculated using a kernel
density estimate (calculated using Scikit-Learn [72] with a Gaussian kernel and bandwidth
= 5.0) for 5000 repetitions of the same molecule using the deferred update algorithm. The
distributions confirm that the behaviour described by Frenklach and collaborators [104]
is maintained: the migration of a partially-embedded five-member ring follows a one-
dimensional random walk. As expected, the distributions are approximately Gaussian,
centred on the starting position and become wider with successive steps.
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Figure A.1: Comparison of the net number of steps taken during the migration of
partially-embedded five-member rings simulated using the modified KMC
model (deferred update algorithm, this work) and the previous KMC model
(reference algorithm [50]). Solid lines show the position of the random
walker simulated using the deferred update algorithm. Open circles (◦) show
the position of the random walker simulated using the reference algorithm
(structure updated after every step). The distributions shown after 10, 100,
200, 300 and 400 steps were calculated using 5000 repetitions of the deferred
update algorithm.
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A.2.2 Computational performance

Figure A.2 shows the computational time spent on the simulation of the migration pro-
cesses using the deferred update algorithm (circles) and the reference algorithm (crosses).
The computational time is proportional to the number of migration steps for the reference
algorithm. However, the deferred update algorithm shows two groups of points: random
walks where there is a weak dependence between the computational time and the num-
ber of migration steps, and random walks where the dependence is similar to that of the
reference algorithm.

Figure A.2: Computational time obtained with the updated-deferred algorithm (circles)
and with the reference algorithm (crosses). Structures were sampled from
the counterflow diffusion flame studied in [50].

The first group of points corresponds to structures that did not need to be updated until
the random walk was finished. The second group of points corresponds to structures
that needed to be updated before the end of the random walk. This occurred exclusively
in cases where the partially-embedded five-member ring became exposed to the other
side of the molecule. This is illustrated in Scheme A.1. The deferred update algorithm
identifies this as the creation of an additional random walker on a different edge that could
be subject to migration processes. To address this correctly the structure must be updated
and optimised before continuing with the random walk. This shows that there are still
several possibilities for further improvements in the simulation of migration processes.

The computational time saved by the deferred update algorithm is proportional to the
number of steps that are deferred, such that the computational savings are largest when
migration processes dominate. Even though it was still necessary to update the structure
of some of the molecules mid-migration (see above), the computational savings obtained
are significant. The deferred update algorithm was, on average, observed to be two orders
of magnitude faster than the reference algorithm.
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Scheme A.1: A partially-embedded five-member ring can sometimes become exposed to
both sides of a molecule during the simulation of migration processes. Blue arrows show

possible directions for the migration.

A.3 Kinetic Monte Carlo model details

A.3.1 New processes

The model implemented in this work uses the following new processes:

• Recombination of five- and seven-member rings.

The recombination of a partially-embedded five-member ring with a seven-member
ring via an azulene–naphthalene rearrangement has been suggested previously [44,
57] and is included using rates from Menon et al. [57] with a steady-state ap-
proximation for the radical intermediates. This process only applies to partially-
embedded five-member rings adjacent to seven-member rings. (Table A.1, pro-
cess S27).

• Oxidation processes.

In this work processes for the oxidation of six-member rings and partially-embedded
five-member rings have been implemented with rates taken from references [19, 25,
52, 84, 85]. These processes are implemented using a steady-state approximation
for the oxygenated intermediates. (Table A.1, processes S28–S30).

This replaces the processes used in previous versions of the KMC model [76, 105],
which used oxidation rates similar to those of the NSC model [92] and the model
of Neoh and collaborators [68]. These rates showed acceptable behaviour in the
modelling of soot particles but did not allow for the formation of five-member rings
by oxidation.

A.3.2 List of Kinetic Monte Carlo jump processes and rates

Tables A.1 and A.2 provide full details of the elementary reaction rate coefficients and the
jump processes with their respective rates used in the model.
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Table A.1: Elementary reaction rate coefficients.

k = AT n exp(−E/RT )a

No. Reaction A n E References

Hydrogen abstraction from six-member rings
1 CsR6−H+H→ CsR6

•+H2 4.570×1008 1.880 14.839 [82]
-1 CsR6

•+H2→ CsR6 +H 1.690×1004 2.620 4.559 [82]
2 CsR6−H+OH→ CsR6

•+H2O 5.190×1003 3.040 3.675 [45]
-2 CsR6

•+H2O→ CsR6 +OH 5.590×1000 3.573 8.659 [45]
3 CsR6

•+H→ CsR6−H 4.170×1013 0.150 [31]
Hydrogen abstraction from five-member rings

4 CsR5−H+H→ CsR5
•+H2 4.890×1009 1.508 19.862 [35]

-4 CsR5
•+H2→ CsR5 +H 5.068×1004 2.445 4.520 [35]

5 CsR5−H+OH→ CsR5
•+H2O 5.190×1003 3.040 3.675 [45]

-5 Cs
•+H2O→ Cs +OH 5.590×1000 3.573 8.659 [45]

6 CsR5
•+H→ CsR5−H 6.080×1012 0.270 [102]

Hydrogen addition to five-member rings
7 CsR5H−CsR5H+H→ CsR5H2−CsR5H• 5.400×1011 0.450 1.820 [102]

-7 CsR5H2−CsR5H•→ CsR5H−CsR5H+H 3.015×1011 0.450 −33.367 [102]
8 CsR5H2−CsR5H•+H→ CsR5H−CsR5H+H2 2.000×1012 [102]

Armchair growth
9 CsR6

•+C2H2→ CsR6−R6 +H 1.190×1022 −2.450 18.890 [26]
10 CsR6

•+C2H2→ CsR6−R6 +H 1.060×1014 −0.490 8.204 [26]
11 CsR6

•+C2H2→ CsR6−C2H+H 4.240×1014 0.025 33.080 [26]
12 CsR6

•+C2H2→ CsR6−C2H+H 7.640×10−2 3.950 16.495 [26]
Free-edge desorption to produce an armchair

-9 CsR6−R6 +H→ CsR6
•+C2H2 5.465×1030 −3.657 86.240 [26, 63]

-10 CsR6−R6 +H→ CsR6
•+C2H2 4.868×1022 −1.697 75.550 [26, 63]

Free-edge ring growth and desorption
13 CsR6

•+C2H2→ CsR6−C2H2 1.910×1061 −14.600 28.610 [56]
-13 CsR6−C2H2→ CsR6

•+C2H2 2.499×1069 −16.430 71.290 [56]
14 CsR6

•+C2H2→ CsR6−C2H+H 1.100×1031 −4.830 26.620 [56]
-14 CsR6−C2H+H→ CsR6

•+C2H2 2.542×1037 −6.213 37.610 [56]
15 CsR6

•+C2H2→ CsR6−C2H3
• 1.360×1075 −18.400 40.880 [56]

-15 CsR6−C2H3
•→ CsR6

•+C2H2 4.055×1082 −20.120 79.400 [56]
16 CsR6

•+C2H3→ CsR6−C2H3 6.000×1012 [63]
-16 CsR6−C2H3→ CsR6

•+C2H2 8.216×1023 −2.162 119.100 [63]
17 CsR6

•+C2H4→ CsR6 +C2H3 9.450×10−3 4.470 4.472 [63]
-17 CsR6 +C2H3→ CsR6

•+C2H4 2.316×10−2 4.416 6.709 [63]
18 CsR6

•+C4H4→ CsR6−R6 +H 1.260×1004 2.610 1.434 [63]
-18 CsR6−R6 +H→ CsR6

•+C4H4 1.130×1016 0.754 66.940 [63]
19 CsR6 +C2H3→ CsR6−C2H3 +H 1.870×1007 1.470 5.533 [63]

-19 CsR6−C2H3 +H→ CsR6 +C2H3 2.042×1014 −0.221 10.410 [63]
20 CsR6−C2H3→ CsR6−C2H2 +H 3.010×1014 0.340 111.255 [63]

-20 CsR6−C2H2 +H→ CsR6−C2H3 2.184×1011 0.722 [63]
21 CsR6−C2H3 +H→ CsR6−C2H2 +H2 6.350×1004 2.750 11.649 [63]

-21 CsR6−C2H2 +H2→ CsR6−C2H3 +H 2.509×1001 3.375 3.404 [63]
22 CsR6−C2H3 +OH→ CsR6−C2H2 +H2O 6.550×10−2 4.200 −0.860 [63]

-22 CsR6−C2H2 +H2O→ CsR6−C2H3 +OH 6.705×10−4 4.613 6.162 [63]
23 CsR6−C2H2→ CsR6−C2H3

• 2.440×1030 −5.730 32.070 [56]
-23 CsR6−C2H3

•→ CsR6−C2H2 5.560×1029 −5.620 27.910 [56]
24 CsR6−C2H3

•+C2H2→ CsR6−R6 +H 3.020×1010 0.702 5.530 [56]
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-24 CsR6−R6 +H→ CsR6−C2H3
•+C2H2 1.387×1021 −0.798 72.450 [56]

25 CsR6−C2H+H→ CsR6−C2H2 1.590×1062 −14.500 31.760 [56]
-25 CsR6−C2H2→ CsR6−C2H+H 9.003×1063 −14.950 63.440 [56]
26 CsR6−C2H2 +H→ CsR6−C2H+H2 1.650×1011 0.490 10.630 [63]

-26 CsR6−C2H+H2→ CsR6−C2H2 +H 1.587×1009 1.184 82.650 [63]
27 CsR6−C2H2 +OH→ CsR6−C2H+H2O 2.500×1012 [63]

-27 CsR6−C2H+H2O→ CsR6−C2H2 +OH 6.230×1011 0.482 87.280 [63]
28 CsR6−C2H+C2H3→ CsR6−R6 +H 3.600×1017 −1.440 15.758 [63]

-28 CsR6−R6 +H→ CsR6−C2H+C2H3 1.619×1029 −3.226 74.700 [63]
29 CsR6−C2H•+C2H2→ CsR6−R6

• 4.490×1082 −20.000 51.830 [56]
-29 CsR6−R6

•→ CsR6−C2H•+C2H2 1.338×1094 −21.840 143.500 [56]
30 CsR6−C2H•+C2H2→ CsR6−R6

• 1.180×10104 −25.700 76.820 [56]
-30 CsR6−R6

•→ CsR6−C2H•+C2H2 3.917×10115 −27.550 168.800 [56]
31 CsR6−C2H•+C2H2→ CsR6−R6

• 4.490×1082 −20.000 51.830 [56]
-31 CsR6−R6

•→ CsR6−C2H•+C2H2 1.338×1094 −21.840 143.500 [56]
32 CsR6−C2H•+C2H2→ CsR6(C2H)(C2H3)+H 1.760×1040 −7.040 48.210 [56]

-32 CsR6(C2H)(C2H3)+H→ CsR6−C2H•+C2H2 9.718×1046 −8.438 60.840 [56]
33 CsR6−C2H•+C2H4→ CsR6−R6 +H 3.620×1028 −4.240 23.860 [63]

-33 CsR6−R6 +H→ CsR6−C2H•+C2H4 1.583×1040 −6.094 87.580 [63]
34 CsR6−C2H2 +C2H2→ CsR6−R6 +H 3.570×1022 −2.720 14.470 [56]

-34 CsR6−R6 +H→ CsR6−C2H2 +C2H2 3.736×1032 −4.109 77.230 [56]
35 CsR6(C2H)(C2H3)+H→ CsR6−R6

• 1.010×1086 −20.600 56.700 [56]
-35 CsR6−R6

•→ CsR6(C2H)(C2H3)+H 5.450×1090 −21.040 138.800 [56]
36 CsR6(C2H)(C2H3)+H→ CsR6−R6

• 6.000×10108 −26.600 83.590 [56]
-36 CsR6−R6

•→ CsR6(C2H)(C2H3)+H 3.607×10113 −27.050 162.900 [56]
Six-member bay closure

37 CsR6−H+H→ CsR6
•+H2 9.240×1007 1.500 9.646 [76]

-37 CsR6
•+H2→ CsR6 +H 9.600×1004 1.960 9.021 [76]

38 CsR6
•→ CsR6−R6

• 1.110×1011 0.658 23.990 [76]
39 CsR6

•→ CsR6−R6
• 3.490×1012 −0.390 2.440 [76]

Five-member bay closure
40 CsR6−H+H→ CsR6

•+H2 7.250×1007 1.760 9.69 [91]
-40 CsR6

•+H2→ CsR6 +H 3.400×1009 0.880 7.870 [91]
41 CsR6

•+CsR6−H→ CsR6
•−CsR6−H 3.860×1011 0.210 17.700 [91]

Phenyl addition
42 CsR6

•+A1→ CsR6−A1 +H 2.220×1083 −20.790 46.890 [78]
43 CsR6 +A1

•→ CsR6−A1 +H 2.220×1083 −20.790 46.890 [78]
Five-member ring growth on a zig-zag

44 CsR6
•+C2H2→ CsR6−R5 +H 1.250×1027 −3.950 16.779 [26]

45 CsR6
•+C2H2→ CsR6−R5 +H 3.090×1020 −2.780 8.889 [26]

46 CsR6
•+C2H2→ CsR6−C2H+H 3.090×1025 −3.110 31.586 [26]

47 CsR6
•+C2H2→ CsR6−C2H+H 2.850×107 1.520 13.190 [26]

Five-member ring desorption
48 CsR5

•→ CsR6−C2H• 1.600×1014 42.42 [24]
49 CsR5H2−CsR5H•→ CsR6

•+C2H2 3.100×1011 0.870 74.323 [102]
50 CsR5H2−CsR5H•→ CsR6−C2H+H 6.700×1011 0.840 70.790 [102]

Five-member ring migration to a zig-zag site
51 CsR5H2−CsR5H•→ CsR5H•−CsR5H2 1.300×1011 0.160 45.900 [102]

Five-member ring migration to an armchair site
52 CsR5H2−CsR5H•→ CsR6−CsR6 +H 1.300×1011 0.160 45.900 [102]
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Partially-embedded five-member ring flip reaction
53 CsR5H•−CsR6→ CsR6−CsR5H• 1.000×1011 [102, 103]

Five-member ring conversion to six-member ring neighbouring a free-edge site
54 CsR6

•+C2H2→ CsR6−C2H2 1.100×1007 1.610 3.896 [9]
55 CsR6

•+C2H2→ CsR6−C2H2 3.330×1033 −5.7 25.500 [9, 95]
56 CsR5H2−CsR5H•+Cs−C2H→ CsR6 1.300×1011 0.160 45.900 [102]

Six-member ring conversion to five-member ring neighbouring an armchair site
57 CsR6

•→ CsR5H2−CsR5H•+Cs−C2H 1.300×1011 1.080 70.420 [24]
Six-member ring conversion to five-member ring neighbouring a five-carbon bay site

58 Cs−BY5−CsR6
•→ CsR6−CsR5−CsR5 +H 2.300×1009 1.603 61.850 [76]

59 Cs−BY5−CsR6
•→ CsR6−CsR5−CsR5 +H 1.230×1010 1.410 85.200 [91]
Six-member ring desorption neighbouring a five-carbon bay site

60 Cs−BY5−CsR6
•→ CsR6−CsR6

•+C2H2 2.300×1009 1.603 61.850 [76]
Migration of partially-embedded five-member ring

61 CsR5−CsR5−CsR6
•→ CsR6

•−CsR5−CsR5H 5.188×1013 33.400 [104]
62 CsR5H−CsR5−CsR6

•→ CsR6
•−CsR5−CsR5 1.037×1014 33.400 [104]

Six-member ring growth on a zig-zag neighbouring a five-member ring
63 CsR5

•+C2H2→ CsR5−R6 1.235×1007 1.530 9.311 [102]
Six-member ring growth between two five-member rings

64 CsR5
•+C2H2→ CsR5−R6 1.235×1007 1.530 9.311 [102]
Five-member ring conversion to six-member ring neighbouring five-member ring

65 CsR5
•+CsR5H→ CsR6−R5 8.900×1005 2.280 61.489 [102]

Six-member bay closure containing a partially-embedded five-member ring
66 CsR6

•→ CsR6−R6
• 1.110×1011 0.658 23.990 [50]

Six-member ring growth on a partially-embedded five-member ring armchair
67 CsR6−H+H→ CsR6

•+H2 2.540×1011 0.931 16.440 [75]
-67 CsR6

•+H2→ CsR6 +H 1.830×1012 0.397 8.815 [75]
68 CsR6

•+C2H2→ CsR6−C2H2 1.630×1012 0.409 5.675 [75]
-68 CsR6−C2H2→ CsR6

•+C2H2 9.130×1011 0.991 15.990 [75]
69 CsR6−C2H2→ CsR6

•−C2H3 6.320×1011 0.166 18.050 [75]
-69 CsR6

•−C2H3→ CsR6−C2H2 9.750×1010 0.458 15.830 [75]
70 CsR6

•−C2H3→ CsR6H2−CsR6H• 9.580×1011 −0.064 16.310 [75]
-70 CsR6H2−CsR6H•→ CsR6

•−C2H3 9.650×1011 0.501 41.500 [75]
71 CsR6H2−CsR6H•→ CsR6−CsR6 +H 3.160×1012 0.787 36.510 [75]

-71 CsR6−CsR6 +H→ CsR6H2−CsR6H• 9.710×1011 0.507 4.695 [75]
72 CsR6

•−C2H3→ CsR6H−CsR6 2.780×1011 0.063 23.870 [75]
-72 CsR6H−CsR6→ CsR6

•−C2H3 5.470×1011 0.645 32.770 [75]
73 CsR6H−CsR6→ CsR6−CsR6 +H 8.150×1011 0.563 24.860 [75]

-73 CsR6−CsR6 +H→ CsR6H−CsR6 9.060×1011 0.456 7.286 [75]
Seven-member ring growth on a five-carbon bay site (partially-embedded five-member ring)

74 CsR6−H+H→ CsR6
•+H2 5.897×1007 1.847 17.120 [57]

-74 CsR6
•+H2→ CsR6 +H 1.215×1005 2.229 7.720 [57]

75 CsR6
•+C2H2→ CsR6−C2H2 1.348×1003 2.573 4.935 [57]

-75 CsR6−C2H2→ CsR6
•+C2H2 2.366×1012 0.705 39.670 [57]

76 CsR6−C2H2→ CsR6H−CsR6
• 1.958×1011 0.111 25.330 [57]

-76 CsR6H−CsR6
•→ CsR6−C2H2 3.412×1011 0.625 53.370 [57]

77 CsR6H−CsR6
•→ CsR6−CsR6 +H 1.770×1010 1.094 27.150 [57]

-77 CsR6−CsR6 +H→ CsR6H−CsR6
• 5.321×1007 1.515 7.095 [57]

78 CsR6−H+H→ CsR6
•+H2 5.315×1007 1.858 16.120 [57]

-78 CsR6
•+H2→ CsR6 +H 9.106×1004 2.277 7.007 [57]
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79 CsR6
•+C2H2→ CsR6−C2H2 3.521×1003 2.598 3.998 [57]

-79 CsR6−C2H2→ CsR6
•+C2H2 4.736×1012 0.702 40.800 [57]

80 CsR6−C2H2→ CsR6H−CsR6
• 1.125×1011 0.128 30.510 [57]

-80 CsR6H−CsR6
•→ CsR6−C2H2 2.383×1011 0.596 57.900 [57]

81 CsR6H−CsR6
•→ CsR6−CsR6 +H 1.505×1010 1.076 28.840 [57]

-81 CsR6−CsR6 +H→ CsR6H−CsR6
• 5.841×1007 1.533 7.084 [57]

Seven-member ring growth on a five-carbon bay site (edge five-member ring)
82 CsR6−H+H→ CsR6

•+H2 6.586×1007 1.766 14.770 [57]
-82 CsR6

•+H2→ CsR6 +H 1.155×1005 2.310 8.819 [57]
83 CsR6

•+C2H2→ CsR6−C2H2 3.886×1003 2.592 4.012 [57]
-83 CsR6−C2H2→ CsR6

•+C2H2 6.507×1012 0.710 45.050 [57]
84 CsR6−C2H2→ CsR6H−CsR6

• 5.755×1011 0.070 2.983 [57]
-84 CsR6H−CsR6

•→ CsR6−C2H2 1.742×1012 0.419 29.040 [57]
85 CsR6H−CsR6

•→ CsR6−CsR6 +H 3.207×1010 0.958 23.130 [57]
-85 CsR6−CsR6 +H→ CsR6H−CsR6

• 1.293×1008 1.505 7.425 [57]
86 CsR5−H+H→ CsR5

•+H2 1.479×1007 1.854 17.070 [57]
-86 CsR5

•+H2→ CsR5 +H 5.914×1004 2.234 11.870 [57]
87 CsR5

•+C2H2→ CsR5−C2H2 1.098×1003 2.581 7.651 [57]
-87 CsR5−C2H2→ CsR5

•+C2H2 2.894×1012 0.709 38.300 [57]
88 CsR5−C2H2→ CsR5H−CsR6

• 5.097×1011 0.139 19.740 [57]
-88 CsR5H−CsR6

•→ CsR5−C2H2 9.936×1011 0.410 45.260 [57]
89 CsR5H−CsR6

•→ CsR5−CsR6 +H 3.590×1011 0.604 30.050 [57]
-89 CsR5−CsR6 +H→ CsR5H−CsR6

• 6.258×1008 1.380 24.510 [57]
Seven-member bay closure (H abstraction on site 1)

90 CsR6−H+H→ CsR6
•+H2 3.915×1007 1.876 9.421 [57]

-90 CsR6
•+H2→ CsR6 +H 5.369×1004 2.275 5.583 [57]

91 CsR6
•+CsR6−H→ CsR7−CsR7−H 8.513×1011 0.136 4.510 [57]

-91 CsR7−CsR7−H→ CsR6
•+CsR6−H 3.523×1012 0.293 25.670 [57]

92 CsR7−CsR7−H→ CsR7−CsR7 +H 2.033×1010 1.067 31.600 [57]
-92 CsR7−CsR7 +H→ CsR7−CsR7−H 1.033×1008 1.495 2.895 [57]
93 CsR6−H+H→ CsR6

•+H2 3.091×1007 1.891 9.308 [57]
-93 CsR6

•+H2→ CsR6 +H 5.144×1004 2.267 7.132 [57]
94 CsR6

•+CsR6−H→ CsR7−CsR7−H 7.041×1011 0.184 10.340 [57]
-94 CsR7−CsR7−H→ CsR6

•+CsR6−H 2.944×1012 0.413 28.620 [57]
95 CsR7−CsR7−H→ CsR7−CsR7 +H 1.861×1010 1.136 29.570 [57]

-95 CsR7−CsR7 +H→ CsR7−CsR7−H 7.712×1007 1.514 2.067 [57]
Seven-member bay closure (Carbene route on site 1)

96 CsR6−H+CsR6−H→ CsR6
(2•)+CsR6−H2 8.031×1010 0.890 95.830 [57]

-96 CsR6
(2•)+CsR6−H2→ CsR6−H+CsR6−H 4.398×1011 0.359 3.385 [57]

97 CsR6
(2•)+CsR6−H→ CsR7−CsR7−H 8.031×1011 0.010 8.456 [57]

-97 CsR7−CsR7−H→ CsR6
(2•)+CsR6−H 1.897×1012 0.223 17.790 [57]

98 CsR7−H+CsR7→ CsR7 +CsR7−H 5.759×1011 0.393 [57]
-98 CsR7 +CsR7−H→ CsR7−H+CsR7 1.052×1011 0.905 53.500 [57]
99 CsR7−H+CsR6−H→ CsR7 +CsR6−H2 +H2 8.873×1010 0.639 31.310 [57]

-99 CsR7 +CsR6−H2→ CsR7−H+CsR6−H 1.728×1010 0.712 60.650 [57]
100 CsR6−H2 +CsR6−H2→ CsR6−H+CsR6−H+H2 3.907×1009 1.273 97.050 [57]

-100 CsR6−H+CsR6−H+H2→ CsR6−H2 +CsR6−H2 2.448×1005 1.999 86.400 [57]
101 CsR6−H+CsR6−H→ CsR6

(2•)+CsR6−H2 1.061×1011 0.799 84.260 [57]
-101 CsR6

(2•)+CsR6−H2→ CsR6−H+CsR6−H 5.486×1011 0.335 2.012 [57]
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102 CsR6
(2•)+CsR6−H→ CsR7−CsR7−H 1.000×1012 −0.014 3.568 [57]

-102 CsR7−CsR7−H→ CsR6
(2•)+CsR6−H 2.167×1012 0.556 59.280 [57]

103 CsR7−H+CsR6−H→ CsR7 +CsR6−H2 3.063×1011 0.824 63.560 [57]
-103 CsR7 +CsR6−H2→ CsR7−H+CsR6−H 1.514×1010 0.674 50.310 [57]
104 CsR6−H2 +CsR6−H2→ CsR6−H+CsR6−H+H2 4.479×1009 0.714 27.100 [57]

-104 CsR6−H+CsR6−H+H2→ CsR6−H2 +CsR6−H2 2.332×1005 1.742 55.100 [57]
Seven-member bay closure (H abstraction on site 2)

105 CsR6−H+H→ CsR6
•+H2 2.767×1007 1.913 9.542 [57]

-105 CsR6
•+H2→ CsR6 +H 4.212×1004 2.264 6.878 [57]

106 CsR6
•+CsR6−H→ CsR7−CsR7−H 4.703×1011 0.143 4.722 [57]

-106 CsR7−CsR7−H→ CsR6
•+CsR6−H 1.476×1012 0.367 27.37 [57]

107 CsR7−CsR7−H→ CsR7−CsR7 +H 6.424×1009 1.093 32.16 [57]
-107 CsR7−CsR7 +H→ CsR7−CsR7−H 1.693×1008 1.522 1.637 [57]
108 CsR6−H+H→ CsR6

•+H2 2.843×1007 1.906 9.533 [57]
-108 CsR6

•+H2→ CsR6 +H 5.338×1004 2.261 7.525 [57]
109 CsR6

•+CsR6−H→ CsR7−CsR7−H 6.599×1011 0.082 2.625 [57]
-109 CsR7−CsR7−H→ CsR6

•+CsR6−H 5.132×1012 0.340 25.40 [57]
110 CsR7−CsR7−H→ CsR7−CsR7 +H 2.006×1010 1.099 32.81 [57]

-110 CsR7−CsR7 +H→ CsR7−CsR7−H 1.729×1008 1.489 1.504 [57]
Seven-member bay closure (Carbene route on site 2)

111 CsR6−H+CsR6−H→ CsR6
(2•)+CsR6−H2 1.603×1011 0.777 83.23 [57]

-111 CsR6
(2•)+CsR6−H2→ CsR6−H+CsR6−H 3.050×1011 0.294 [57]

112 CsR6
(2•)+CsR6−H→ CsR7−CsR7−H 2.488×1011 0.120 11.62 [57]

-112 CsR7−CsR7−H→ CsR6
(2•)+CsR6−H 1.472×1012 0.676 45.09 [57]

113 CsR7−H+CsR7→ CsR7 +CsR7−H 1.397×1011 0.581 27.01 [57]
-113 CsR7 +CsR7−H→ CsR7−H+CsR7 3.264×1010 0.734 56.81 [57]
114 CsR7−H+CsR6−H→ CsR7 +CsR6−H2 +H2 5.515×1010 0.849 59.32 [57]

-114 CsR7 +CsR6−H2→ CsR7−H+CsR6−H 7.566×1010 0.675 38.56 [57]
115 CsR6−H2 +CsR6−H2→ CsR6−H+CsR6−H+H2 6.206×1009 0.848 28.61 [57]

-115 CsR6−H+CsR6−H+H2→ CsR6−H2 +CsR6−H2 2.164×1005 1.798 58.70 [57]
116 CsR6−H+CsR6−H→ CsR6

(2•)+CsR6−H2 1.162×1011 0.837 86.01 [57]
-116 CsR6

(2•)+CsR6−H2→ CsR6−H+CsR6−H 4.948×1011 0.331 1.476 [57]
117 CsR6

(2•)+CsR6−H→ CsR7−CsR7−H 5.744×1011 0.039 8.721 [57]
-117 CsR7−CsR7−H→ CsR6

(2•)+CsR6−H 2.164×1012 0.292 18.61 [57]
118 CsR7−H+CsR6−H→ CsR7 +CsR6−H2 9.900×1011 0.331 −2.850 [57]

-118 CsR7 +CsR6−H2→ CsR7−H+CsR6−H 1.025×1011 0.875 57.11 [57]
119 CsR7−H+CsR6−H→ CsR7 +CsR6−H2 +H2 6.156×1010 0.782 39.25 [57]

-119 CsR7 +CsR6−H2→ CsR7−H+CsR6−H 9.567×1010 0.696 35.20 [57]
120 CsR6−H2 +CsR6−H2→ CsR6−H+CsR6−H+H2 3.478×1009 1.288 87.43 [57]

-120 CsR6−H+CsR6−H+H2→ CsR6−H2 +CsR6−H2 1.696×1005 2.086 95.63 [57]
Methyl addition

121 CsR6
•+CH3→ CsR6−CH3 2.331×1014 −0.283 −0.191 [46]

Methyl desorption
122 CsR6−CH3→ CsR6

•+CH3 1.950×1027 −3.160 107.447 [46]
123b CsR6−CH3→ CsR6

•+CH3 7.055×10−1 −22.966 122.080 [46]
Six-member ring oxidation

124 CsR6
•+O2→ CsR6−O•+O 3.170×1013 2.021 [85]

125 CsR6i−O•→ CsR5 +CO 1.760×1023 −3.681 48.000 [52]
126 CsR6 j−O•→ CsR5 +CO 8.820×1009 −0.063 33.010 [52]
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k = AT n exp(−E/RT )a

No. Reaction A n E References

127 CsR6
•+OH→ CsR5 +CO 1.000×1014 [25]

128 CsR6
•+OH→ CsR6−OH 1.470×1014 1.256 [85]

-128 CsR6−OH→ CsR6
•+OH 2.140×1016 105.292 [85]

129 CsR6−OH→ CsR6−O•+H 2.130×1015 84.064 [85]
-129 CsR6−O•+H→ CsR6−OH 4.340×1014 1.955 [85]
130 CsR6−OH+H→ CsR6−O•+H2 5.477×1006 2.147 11.134 [85]

-130 CsR6−O•+H2→ CsR6−OH+H 1.700×1014 19.146 [85]
131 CsR6−OH+H→ CsR6

•+H2O 2.000×1014 5.306 [85]
132 CsR6H+O→ CsR6−O•+H 4.000×1012 4.626 [25]

Partially-embedded five-member ring oxidation
133 CsR6−CsR5H−CsR6 +O2→ CsR6

•−CsR6H+CO2 3.450×1011 26.670 [25]
134 CsR6−CsR5H−CsR6 +O→ CsR6

•−CsR6H+CO 3.541×1011 0.505 0.608 [25]
Five- Seven-member ring recombination

135 CsR7H−CsR5 +H→ CsR7H2−CsR5 3.480×1008 1.490 3.440 [57]
-135 CsR7H2−CsR5→ CsR7H−CsR5 +H 2.340×1009 1.180 30.770 [57]
136 CsR7H2−CsR5→ CsR7H−CsR5H 2.120×1010 0.670 40.320 [57]

-136 CsR7H−CsR5H→ CsR7H2−CsR5 8.390×1011 0.290 18.610 [57]
137 CsR7H−CsR5H→ CsR3H−CsR3H 1.030×1012 0.150 9.250 [57]

-137 CsR3H−CsR3H→ CsR7H−CsR5H 1.870×1012 0.320 15.040 [57]
138 CsR3H−CsR3H→ CsR6H−CsR6H 6.650×1012 −0.130 4.090 [57]

-138 CsR6H−CsR6H→ CsR3H−CsR3H 1.520×1012 34.080 [57]
139 CsR6H−CsR6H→ CsR6−CsR6H+H 1.130×1010 1.000 15.650 [57]

-139 CsR6−CsR6H+H→ CsR6H−CsR6H 2.820×1008 1.360 35.440 [57]

Notes:
a The units are mole, centimetre, second, and kilocalorie.

The reverse rate coefficients were calculated via equilibrium constants.
b Low-pressure limit in TROE form.

Parameters A = 0.70546, T3 = 9.999E +09 K, T1 = 459.918 K, T2 =−8.214E +09 K.
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Table A.2: Kinetic Monte Carlo jump processes.

Process Parent site

S1 Free-edge ring growth [9] Free-edge (FE)

Jump process: Rate: a(
k18[CsR6

•][C4H4]+ k24[CsR6−C2H3
•][C2H2]+ k28[CsR6−C2H][C2H3]+

k29[CsR6−C2H•][C2H2]+ k30[CsR6−C2H•][C2H2]+ k31[CsR6−C2H•][C2H2]+
k33[CsR6−C2H•][C2H4]+ k34[CsR6−C2H2][C2H2]+ k35[CsR6(C2H)(C2H3)][H]+

k36[CsR6(C2H)(C2H3)][H]
)
[CFE]

S2 Armchair ring growth [9] Armchair (AC)

Jump process: Rate:

C2H2

(-2H)
(k9 + k10)

(
k1[H]+k2 [OH]

k−1 [H2 ]+k3 [H]+k−2 [H2O]+(k9+k10+k11+k12)[C2H2]

)
[C2H2][CAC]

S3 Free-edge desorption to an armchair [26, 63] Free-edge adjacent to non-free-edges (FEHACA)

Jump process: Rate:

2H
(-C2H2)

(k−9 + k−10) [CFEHACA ]

S4 Free-edge ring desorption [9] Free-edge with two adjacent free-edges (FE3)

Jump process: Rate:

2H
(-2C2H2)

(
k−18 + k−24 + k−28 + k−33 + k−34 + k−35

)
[H][CFE3]+(

(k1 [H]+k2 [OH])(k−29+k−30+k−31)
k−1 [H2 ]+k3 [H]+k−2 [H2O]

)
[CFE3]

S5 6- to 5-member ring conversion at armchair [9] Armchair next to FE3 (ACFE3)

Jump process: Rate:

(-C2H2)
k57

(
k1 [H]+k2 [OH]

k−1 [H2 ]+k3 [H]+k−2 [H2O]+k57

)
[CACFE3 ]

S6 5-member ring addition [9] Zig-zag (ZZ)

Jump process: Rate:
C2H2

(-2H)
(k44 + k45)

(
k1 [H]+k2 [OH]

k−1 [H2]+k3 [H]+k−2[H2O]+(k44+k45+k46+k47)[C2H2 ]

)
[C2H2][CZZ]

S7 5-member ring desorption [9] 5-member ring (R5)

Jump process: Rate:

2H
(-C2H2)

(
k48(k4 [H]+k5 [OH])

k−4[H2 ]+k6 [H]+k−5 [H2O]+k48
+ k7[H](k49+k50)

k−7 [H]+k8 [H]+k49+k50

)
[CR5]
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Process Parent site

S8 5- to 6-member ring conversion at free edge [9] 5-member ring next to free-edge (RFE)

Jump process: Rate:

C2H2 (k54 + k55)
(

k7 [H]
k−7 [H]+k8 [H]+k49+k50+k51+(k54+k55) f [C2H2]

)
f [C2H2][CRFE],

where f =
(

k1 [H]+k2 [OH]
k−1[H2 ]+k3 [H]+k−2 [H2O]+(k54+k55)[C2H2 ]

)
S9 5- to 6-member ring conversion at armchair [9] 5-member ring next to armchair (RAC)

Jump process: Rate:

k52

(
k7[H]

k−7[H]+k8 [H]+k49+k50+k51+k52

)
[CRAC]

S10 Benzene addition [76] All site types

Jump process: Rate:

C6H6

(-H2)
2k42

(
k1 [H]+k2[OH]

k−1 [H2 ]+k3 [H]+k−2 [H2O]+k42 [C6H6 ]

)
[C6H6][Cs]

S11 5-member ring migration [76] 5-member ring next to zig-zag (RZZ)

Jump process: Rate:

k51

(
k7 [H]

k−7 [H]+k8[H]+k49+k50+k51

)
[CRZZ]

S12 Ring growth next to 5-member ring [102] 5-member ring next to zig-zag (RZZ)

Jump process: Rate:

C2H2

( – 2H)
k63

(
k1[H]+k2 [OH]

k−1[H2 ]+k3 [H]+k−2 [H2O]+k63 [C2H2 ]
+ k4 [H]+k5 [OH]

k−4 [H2]+k6 [H]+k−5[H2O]+k63[C2H2]

)
[CRZZ]

S13 Ring growth between 5-member rings [102] Free-edge between 5-member rings (RFER)

Jump process: Rate:

C2H2

( – 2H)
k64

(
k4 [H]+k5 [OH]

k−4 [H2 ]+k6 [H]+k−5 [H2O]+k64 [C2H2 ]

)
[CRFER]

S14 5-member rings collision [102] Zig-zag between 5-member rings (RZZR)

Jump process: Rate:

2k65

(
k7 [H]

k−7 [H]+k8[H]+k49+k50+k65

)
[CRZZR]

S15 6-member bay closure [76] 6-member bay (BY6)

Jump process: Rate:

(-H2)
2(k38 + k39)

(
k37[H]+k2 [OH]

k−37[H2 ]+k3 [H]+k−2 [H2O]+k38+k39

)
[CBY6]
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Process Parent site

S16 5-member bay closure [76] 5-member bay (BY5)

Jump process: Rate:

(-H2)
2k41

(
k40 [H]+k2 [OH]

k−40 [H2 ]+k3 [H]+k−2 [H2O]+k41

)
[CBY5]

S17 6-member bay closure [76]
(partially-embedded 5-member ring)

6-member bay (BY6eR5)
with partially-embedded 5-member ring

Jump process: Rate:

(-H2)
2k66

(
k37[H]+k2 [OH]

k−37[H2]+k3[H]+k−2[H2O]+k66

)
[CBY6eR5 ]

S18 Partially-embedded 5-member ring migration [104]
from edge position

Partially-embedded 5-member ring (eR5)
in edge position

Jump process: Rate:

k61

(
k3 [H]+k2 [OH]

k−1 [H2 ]+k3 [H]+k−2 [H2O]+k61

)
[CeR5]

S19 Partially-embedded 5-member ring migration [104]
from corner position

Partially-embedded 5-member ring (cR5)
in corner position

Jump process: Rate:

k62

(
k3 [H]+k2 [OH]

k−1 [H2 ]+k3 [H]+k−2 [H2O]+k62

)
[CcR5]

S20 6-member ring desorption at bay [77] BY5 next to FE3 (BY5FE3)

Jump process: Rate:

(-C2H2)
k60

(
k1 [H]+k2[OH]

k−1 [H2 ]+k3 [H]+k−2 [H2O]+k60

)
[CBY5FE3 ]

S21 6-member ring rearrangement at bay [77] BY5 next to FE3 (BY5FE3)

Jump process: Rate:

(-H2)
(k58 + k59)

(
k1 [H]+k2 [OH]

k−1 [H2 ]+k3 [H]+k−2 [H2O]+k58+k59

)
[CBY5FE3 ]

S22 Capping of embedded 5-member ring [75] Partially-embedded 5-member ring (eR5)
in edge position

Jump process: Rate: b

C2H2

(-H)

(
k71[CsR6H2]ss + k73[CsR6H−CsR6]ss

)
[CeR5]
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Process Parent site

S23 7-member ring growth [50]
(corner partially-embedded five-member ring)

Armchair with corner (cRAC)
partially-embedded 5-member ring

Jump process: Rate: c

C2H2

(-H)

(
k85[CsR6H−CsR6

•]ss + k89[CsR5H−CsR6
•]ss

)
[CcRAC]

S24 7-member ring growth [50]
(partially-embedded 5-member ring)

5-member bay (BY5eR5)
with partially-embedded 5-member ring

Jump process: Rate: d

C2H2

(-H)

(
k77[CsR6H−CsR6

•]ss + k81[CsR6H−CsR6
•

i]ss

)
[CBY5eR5 ]

S25 7-member bay closure [50]
(partially-embedded 5-member ring 1)

7-member bay site 1(BY7eR5-1)
with partially-embedded 5-member ring

Jump process: Rate: e

(-H2)

(
k92[CsR7−CsR7−H]ss + k95[CsR7−CsR7−Hi]ss +

k100[CsR6H2−CsR6H2]ss + k104[CsR6H2−CsR6H2i]ss

)
[CBY7eR5−1 ]

S26 7-member bay closure [50]
(partially-embedded 5-member ring 2)

7-member bay site 2(BY7eR5-2)
with partially-embedded 5-member ring

Jump process: Rate: f

(-H2)

(
k107[CsR7−CsR7−H]ss + k110[CsR7−CsR7−Hi]ss +

k115[CsR6H2−CsR6H2]ss + k120[CsR6H2−CsR6H2i]ss

)
[CBY7eR5−2 ]

S27 5-7-member ring recombination [this work] 5-member ring next to 7-member ring (eR5-R7)

Jump process: Rate: g

(
k139[CsR6H−CsR6H]ss

)
[CeR5−R7]

S28 Free-edge oxidation [this work] Two adjacent free-edges (FE2)

Jump process: Rate: h

O2 / OH

( – CO)

(
k125[CsR6i−O•]ss + k126[CsR6 j−O•]ss

)
[CFE2]

S29 Free-edge oxidation [this work] Free-edge adjacent to non-free-edges (FEHACA)

Jump process: Rate: i

O2 / OH

( – CO)
2k125[CsR6−O•]ss[CFEHACA ]
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Process Parent site

S30 Partially-embedded 5-member ring oxidation
[this work]

Partially-embedded 5-member ring (cR5)
in corner position

Jump process: Rate:

O
(-CO)

(k133 + k134) [CcR5]

Notes:
a Steady-state intermediates vector Vss and partial-equilibrium intermediates vector Vpeq defined as:

Vss = {CsR6
•, CsR6−C2H2, CsR6−C2H, CsR6−C2H3, CsR6−C2H3

•, CsR6(C2H)(C2H3), CsR6−R6
•,

CsR6−R6}
Vpeq = {CsR6

•, CsR6−C2H2, CsR6−C2H, CsR6−C2H3, CsR6−C2H3
•, CsR6(C2H)(C2H3)}

Rate calculated as per Leon et al. [49]: ṙS1 = ṙS1,ss if ṙS1,peq > ṙS3, ṙS1 = ṙS1,peq o.w.
b Steady-state intermediates vector Vss defined as:

Vss = {CsR6
•, CsR6−C2H2, CsR6

•−C2H3, CsR6−H2, CsR6H−CsR6}
c Steady-state intermediates vector Vss defined as:

Vss = {CsR6
•, CsR6−C2H2, CsR6H−CsR6

•, CsR5
•, CsR5−C2H2, CsR5H−CsR6

•}
d Steady-state intermediates vector Vss defined as:

Vss = {CsR6
•, CsR6−C2H2, CsR6H−CsR6

•, CsR6
•

i, CsR6−C2H2i, CsR6H−CsR6
•

i}
e Steady-state intermediates vector Vss defined as:

Vss = {CsR6
•, CsR7−R7−H, CsR6

•
i, CsR7−R7−Hi, CsR6

2•, CsR7H−CsR7, CsR7H−CsR6H, CsR6
2•

i,
CsR7H−CsR7i, CsR7H−CsR6Hi }

f Steady-state intermediates vector Vss defined as:
Vss = {CsR6

•, CsR7−R7−H, CsR6
•

i, CsR7−R7−Hi, CsR6
2•, CsR7H−CsR7, CsR7H−CsR6H, CsR6

2•
i,

CsR7H−CsR7i, CsR7H−CsR6Hi }
g Steady-state intermediates vector Vss defined as:

Vss = {CsR7H2−CsR5, CsR7H−CsR5H, CsR3H−CsR3H, CsR6H−CsR6H }
h Steady-state intermediates vector Vss defined as:

Vss = {CsR6i
•,CsR6 j

•, CsR6i−O•, CsR6 j−O•, CsR6i−OH, CsR6j−OH }
i Steady-state intermediates vector Vss defined as:
Vss = {CsR6

•, CsR6−O•, CsR6−OH }
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